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A UNIQUE ENVELOPE MISPRIN T

print of the stamp also on
of my purchase of thi s
oddity are forever lost in
The full significance
of this printing er-
ror came into shar p
focus only at BA-
SLER TAUBE 95 ,
the Swiss nationa l
exhibition in Basel .

There, in the
postal stationery
section, Bernd Vogel
of Vienna showed
his "Die Tubli-Briefe
von A bis Z" exhibit
of the Swiss stamp-
imprinted enve-
lopes. He won a
large gold medal fo r
his specialize

d display. The world's
foremost collector o f
this material, he i s
preparing a book on
this subject.

In his
Mr. Vogel
single

Many years ago I paid a few dollars to som e
dealer at a stamp show for a Swiss 25-centim e
stamp-imprinted envelope -- with a partial im-

the back flap. All details
interesting

past time

exhibit,
showed

samples of

by Harlan F. Stone

For each envelope, the
worker inked the surface of
the matrix and released the
punch, which fell with force .

When the matrix
landed on the

the same printing error on the 5c ., 10c. and 30c . enve -
lopes (Zumstein Nos . 4, 5 and 7). His write-up noted
how rare this error is : two known examples of the 5c . ,
three of the l Oc . and only one of the 30c .

Back home from Basel, I sent Mr . Vogel a picture
of my 25c . envelope. "Only recorded example?" I
asked. "Very" (much so), he answered. He also sent
me copies of pages from his collection explaining how
this printing error occurred . Here is the explanation .

From sheets of paper, the Lausanne firm of Jouvet
& Gassman punched out the shapes of unfolded enve -
lopes and sent these to the Federal Mint in Bern . At
the mint a worker placed the blank envelope forms one
at a time on a flat press . Attached to the end of an
overhead punch was the matrix die ; and in the pres s
bed, exactly under the punch, was the patrix die .

patrix, with the envelope form between them, the em-
bossing and color imprinting took place
simultaneously .

If the worker failed to position the envelope for m
correctly on the press before activating the punch, the
imprinted stamp ended up in the wrong place . Well
known are examples of imprinted stamps that are
closer to or farther away from the corner of the enve-
lope than planned .

When the worker released the punch much too
early, while the envelope form was still only partially
in position, he imprinted the stamp on the flap . Real-
izing his mistake, he placed the form on the press cor-
rectly and imprinted the stamp in its proper place .

Above is the only recorded example of the 25c . en-
velope (Zum. No . 6), with this error (cont . next page)
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Envelope Misprint (cont. )
was picked up by a diligence on the "Glarus Route" ;
postmarked with the route's straightline origin mark
at Glarus, Nafels or Wadenswil (the three towns tha t
used this mark); placed on the Chur-Zurich-Chur rail -
way line, which applied its postmark on April 20 ,
1869; and carried to Stuttgart in Wurttemberg, wher e
it arrived on April 21 (backstamp) . This 25c . envelope
was used as intended to prepay the 25c . rate for a
15-gram letter to the German States, Austria or Hun-
gary from Sept . 1, 1868, to June 30, 1875, when Uni-
versal Postal Union rates took effect .
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From the President

The season's "spring" stamp shows are over
and the "fall" shows are rolling around . While
some of us are very satisfied as how we made out ,
others are "grumbling" and try to lay the blam e
on everybody else except themselves! Hence, this
is a good time to review how you could improve
your exhibit except when you have already
reached the gold medal stage . Even in such a case
one still is striving for additions which are much
harder to come by .

Being a WW II Swiss mail censorship fanati c
and having a special studies exhibit of these
times, it is interesting to note that 60 years ago ,
three years preceding WW II, Switzerland issue d
the Swiss National Defense Fund Drive stamp s
and souvenir sheet which are in my exhibit a s
"forerunners" of things to come! This special issu e
(B77-B80, Z W III/5-8) with surtax for the De-
fense Fund Bond Drive showing an Alpine dairy
farmer of Fribourg after the famous painting by
the Swiss Ferdinand Hodler . Now why was thi s
issue necessary? In order to stay independent an d
deter aggression, the Swiss army had to be mod-
ernized for which an extra SFr 50 million (about $
12 million in those days) were needed . This
amount was raised through this drive in no tim e
and was quickly oversubscribed . I can proudly re -
member when on a Saturday, as Boy Scouts, w e
sold on street corners these violet, red and blu e
Pro Patria stamps and the people gladly bought
them because it was for a very good cause . Today
sixty years later we wonder what would hav e
happened to Switzerland if this Bond Drive
wouldn't have taken place ?

This was not the only time when Swiss youth
sold stamps. Annually, Pro Juventute stamps
were also sold during the campaign and depend-
ing on the amount of stamps sold, a financia l
prize was given which many of us reinvested in
earlier mint Pro Juventute stamps at face value ,
which were still available at the Pro Juventut e
Foundation offices. What a boost this was to our
stamp collection !

Speaking about still "available", we must
mention proudly that we are getting down to les s
than 20 copies of the Felix Ganz book, hence if
you have put off securing this fine work, time ha s
come to get into the act, because when these cop-
ies are gone, there will be no reprints .

Have fun and "good stamping "
Ernest L Bergman

Post-Scheins Follow-up
by Bob Grosso

The powers of the written word is awesome ,
especially in TELL! Soon after y article "POST -
SCHEIN" appeared in the July issue of TELL, I
received a letters with information related to my
article from some of our members . Most surpris-
ingly and rewarding was the response I received
from a member of the Helvetia Philatelic Society
in Britain and apparently also a member of
AHPS .

I relate some of his comments: "I wa
s surprised to see a Post-Schein on the front page o f

TELL." (Our editor must have thought that this
subject would be of interest to some members an d
based on the response that I have received, i t
was!) "There are two books dealing with these
items, one covering 1790-1850 and a second cov-
ers the period 1850-1920 .

"A member of our Society showed at one of ou r
meetings a stitched wad of unused receipts an d
this was a major find. If you look at yours, jus t
see if there is any irregularity of the left vertical
edge. . .and do not trim it up! Leave it as evidenc e
as how they were put together . "

This gentleman sent me a copy of the book
covering the period 1790-1850 and some other
philatelic gifts . My big challenge will be translat e
the book from French into English based on m y
high school French of 57 years ago !

I hope all members who work up the courage
to submit articles to TELL will be as richly re-
warded as was I . And guess what? Of the Post -
Scheins that I have, two were stitched copies is-
sued only four days apart. Now I can appreciate
why the left vertical edge was ragged .

(Editor note : Bob has offered to send a copy of
the French language book to members for $2 t o
cover copying and postage. Perhaps one of our
Francophiles will offer to translate the book fo r
Bob and then he can offer the English version t o
those of us that did not even take French in high
school . )
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25D - III

narrow
and

irregular
spacing

25D - A New Strubel
Discovery? Part II

by Urs Hermann
(Postgeschichte, 64, November 199 5
Translated by Herbert Brach )

In the last issue I introduced
the "new" Strubel 25D and at -
tempted at the same time, to justify
its addition to the catalogue system .
At the end of my research report I
intimated that the "whole affair" i s
not as new as it may appear . In the
present article I would like to pre -
sent a chronology of how the 20
Rappen Strubel was incorporate d
by the cataloguers and by the perti-
nent literature so that the reader
may have a rounded image abou t
this question .

Present stamp cataloguers, t o
the best of my knowledge, acknowl-
edge the existence of only three
printings of the 20 Rp Strubel: The
Zumstein numbers 25B, 25F, and
25G. Even in the 1992 Zumstein
Specialized Catalogue we find no
further differentiation, not even re-

garding color shades.1 Interest-
ingly enough, all three printings
are supposed to be found in the
same three color shades (yello

w orange, orange yellow, and pal
e orange yellow).

	

All 20 Rappen
stamps on Zurich paper are classi-
fied as the "G" issue .

This tri-partite division is con -
firmed in the more recent Strubel
literature. Hans Hunziker adopts
the old established catalogue list-
ings and contents himself by givin g
additional data relative to the fre-
quency with which the three colo r
shades are found . 2 Walter d'Au-
jourd'hui also disposes of the 20 Rp
Strubel with the traditional cata-
logue numbers . Solely regarding
the color shades does he introduc e

different concepts . 3 If we go back
fifty years, we can confirm a reduc-
tion to only two 20 Rappen print-
ings, as the "F" stamp was then
considered only a paper variant of
the "B" Strubel. In Greti Kuisel' s
classification there are #14 (25B )
and #24 (25G) as well as the silk

paper variant #14c . 4 If we go fur-
ther back and consult the

Zumstein Handbook of 1924, we
find that the 20 Rappen Strube]
had a division into two even then :
It is covered by the numbers 38 and

53 . 5
But we find something amazing

in the first edition of the Handboo k
of 1909. An overview shows the

following picture : 6

Catalogue No.

	

148
Printing Period Berne Print A
Paper Origin

	

Munich
Paper Thickness Thin
Color Shade

	

Orange Yellow
Silk Thread

	

Emerald Green
Use Time

	

From Oct. 1854

This division into three print-
ings, however does not correspon d
to the presently valid one . The
"silk-paper" Strubel 25F was not
separately catalogued in these
"most ancient" times . Catalogue
Number 175 belongs, according to

this first edition of the Handbook ,
to the Berne printings on paper
with vari-colored threads . This
number 175 is thus nothing els e
but the "recently discovered " 25D
Strubel . If we compare its charac-
teristics described above with my
earlier detailed rendition, we find a
discrepancy only in the use times .
Ernst Zumstein places the first date
of use as early April 1856 . Modern
paper examination shows clearly,
however, that 20 Rp stamps o

n Zurich paper occur at the end of 185 7
at the earliest.

Ernst Zumstein, however, can -
not claim the discovery of the 25 D
Strubel. He himself took over this
classification from the work of Mi-
rabaud and Reuterskiold. This

175
Berne Print B
Zurich
Medium
light Orange, Orang e
Green
From April 1856

unique research work of the philat-
ely of classic Switzerland gives us
Strubel collectors extremel

y valuable information even today, infor-
mation which is footnoted with
sources and ordered systematically .
Their panoramic table of th e

224
Berne Print D
Zurich
Thick
Orange
Bright Green
1860-1862

25D IV on Nachnahmestreifband from Basel (13.7 .59) to Aarau
10 Rp . postage plus 10 Rp . for Nachnahme
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Strubel issue deserves a reproduction :
(Translators note: only the 20 Rp stamp shown, for the reasons of space )

STRUBEL CLASSIFICATION BY MIRABAUD AND REUTERSKIOLD

Year Paper Color Shade
of Stamp

Color of
Silk Thread

Printing
Location

IV 1854-56 thin yellow orange emerald green Berne
20 Rappen 1856-61 thick orange green Berne
Stamp 1858-62 thick red orange bright green Berne

For the 20 Rappen value, three printings are thus being differentiated which can be further characterized
on the basis of additional data given in this work as follows :

Series

	

2nd Series

	

3rd Series

	

4th Series
Printing

	

Berne

	

Berne

	

Berne
Paper Thickness

	

thin

	

moderately thick, thick

	

thick

If we add to this the thin-paper 25F value, we are, in fact, not far removed from my description in the firs t
article . The rather insubstantial differences of individual limiting criteria can be explained easily by improve-
ments achieved thanks to contemporary research instruments .

In the final article I will entertain the decisive question whether a differentiated classification of the 20 R p
Strubel is really necessary, or if the introduction of a 25D Strubel will add more difficulty to the problems o f
limits and identification .

Your valued contribution will reach me at the following address :
Urs Hermann, Postfach 477 ,
CH-4410 Liestal, Switzerland .
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1. Max Hertsch, "Specialized Catalogue of the Postage Stamps of Switzerland" 1992, 24th edition,
Berne 1991, p . 47 .
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yellow, 20%. See Hans F. Hunziker, "Strubel 1854-1862" Bern 1986, p. 43 .
3. See Walter d'Aujourd'hui, "Switzerland, A New Classification of the "Strubel" Issue, Sitting Helveti a
Imperforate 1854-1862" Basel 1982, p . 26 .
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AHPS Auction 106
- May 1996

Prices Realized
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AHPS Auction 107
The Zumstein 1996 Schweiz-Lichtenstein Catalog is the basis for the value column except where noted ; the

conversion rate used is SFr. 1 = $.80 . Please send your bids to George Struble, 210 18th St . NE, Salem
OR 97301 . Bids must be received by October 10. I do accept. bids by phone. Our next AHPS auction wil l
appear in the January Tell . I must have items for that auction by October 20 ; earlier is helpful !

Lot

	

Description

Rayons

1 Z. 16 II (Sc . 8) Four full frame lines, three margins . Fed. grill cancel (Ph .)

2 Z. 16 II (Sc . 8) Type 8, Stone D, Pos .RU. Four good margins . Grill cancel (Ph .)

3 Z. 16 II (Sc . 8) Vertical pair . Stone D, Types 25 and 33 . Almost four margins,
but diagonal vertical cuts are into the frame lines at bottom left and top right .
Clean full fed . grill cancel . Zum 1992 Spec. cat . (Ph.)

4 Z. 16 II (Sc . 8) Two margins, fed . grill cance l

5 Z. 17II .1 .04 (Sc . 10 var .) very thin paper Four wide margins, unclear gril l
cancels Zum 1992 Spec. cat . (Ph.)

Strubel s

6 Z. 23B (Sc. 21) Three margins; fed. grill cancel . (Ph.)

7 Z. 25B (Sc. 23) Four margins; fed. grill cancel .

8 Z. 26C (Sc. 29) One full frame line; cds .

9 Z. 26C (Sc. 29) Good bottom margin, other sides cut . Light cds .

10 Z. 22D (Sc. 25) Three frame lines . Light cds .

Value MB

120 50

120 11 0

360 120

120 60

416 140

140 60

176 11 5

112 40

112 5 8

40 18

6 TELL
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Lot Description Value MB

11 Z. 24Dc (Sc . 28) Three margins. Thick straight-line cancel PONT - part of
PONTS DE MARTEL . Zum 1992 Spec . cat . (Ph.)

72 60

12 Z. 27D (Sc. 31) 1 Fr . Four frame lines, three wide margins . Light cds cancel .
Slightly thinned on back . Rellstab certif. (Ph.)

1,040 150

13 Z. 23E.b (Sc. 27a) 10 Rp . light blue Luzern box cancel . Almost four fram e
lines, two margins. (Ph.)

460 150

14 Z. 22G (Sc. 36) Four margins, clear cds 16 1 1

15 Z. 23G (Sc. 37) Four full framelines, two good margins . SON UNDERVELIER 6
Jan 63 cancel, AW 4725 . Late use of stamp, early use of cancel . Very nice!

16 1 2

16 Z. 23G.1 .01 (Sc. 37 var .) Two margins; good color. 1862 cds . Zum 1992 Spec . 20 1 0

17 Z. 24G.c (Sc. 38) 15 Rp. light dull rose . St. Ursanne cds . Three frame lines
and margins Zum 1992 Spec. Cat .

64 30

18 Z. 26G (Sc. 40) Two full frame lines, good color . Parts of two light cds . 88 3 5

19 Z. 26G (Sc . 40) Margins top and bottom, side lines barely cut into . Basel 1861cds . 88 3 5

20 Z. 26Ga (Sc . 40) 40-Rp yellow green . Geneve cds . 3 112 margins / frame lines

Sitting Helvetia

88 40

21 Z. 29 (Sc . 42) F-VF, parts of two cds . 112 3 8

22 Z. 33 (Sc. 46) F-VF, clear St. Gallen cds . 48 1 5

23 Z. 34 (Sc. 47) F-VF, light cds . 80 22

24 Z. 35 (Sc. 48) F-VF, with light cds . 152 60

25 Z. 35 (Sc. 48) F-VF, SON cds . 152 5 6

26 Z. 35.1 .04 (Sc. 48) 60-ct copper bronze VF, Vevey double-circle cancel
Zum 1992 Spec. Cat .

200+ 5 5

27 Z. 36 (Sc. 50) F-VF, with light cds . 120 45

28 Z. 36a (Sc . 50a) Red-brown unterdruck . F-VF, light Zürich cds 440 160

29 Z. 36a (Sc . 50a) F-VF, partial cds . 440 140

30 Z. 42 (Sc. 58) VF, clean 1878 cds . 152 49

31 Z. 42 .a (Sc . 58) 40 ct . Light gray . Lyss straight-line cancel . VF 152 46

32 Z. 43 (Sc. 59) F-VF, SON cds . 56 1 9

33 Z. 49 .1 .15 (Sc . 65 var .) Half sheet, with variety in pos . 39 . A few perf seps . 260+ 15 0

34 Z. 51 (Sc. 67) 50 ct. F . . .NSTADT . . .APR 82 rectangular cancel
(Fahrpoststempel) . Liniger cert . (Ph.)`

Cross and Numeral

500 75

35 Z . 54 (Sc . 78) VF, SON cds .

Standing Helvetia

128 5 0

36 Z . 71B (Sc . 93) F-VF . two cds, some discoloring at top . Perfs VF for this issue . 100 3 5

37 Z. 66C (Sc. 82a var.) "Unused, fresh color, without gum, no other faults" -
Zeigler certif. (Ph .)

540 225

38 Z. 69C VF, light 20 .V.92 cds 160 50

September 1996
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Lot

	

Description

39 Z. 72D (Sc. 88a) F-VF with clean cds .

40 Z. 92A (Sc. 111) 3-fr . F SON Gossau cancel . (Ph.)

Helvetia with Sword and later issue s

41 Z. 112 (Sc . 136) Fresh, VF M . Owner says VLH; I don't see any hinge mark

42 Z. 122 (Sc. 166) 15-ct. F-VF M NH Fresh color .

43 Z. 126 II (Sc . 167) VF block of 4 with two cds cancel s

44 Z. 135 .2A.01 (Sc. 189 var .) "Open 8" variety F-VF M H R

45 Z. 163-6 (Sc . 200-203) VF M LH

46 Z. 163-6z (Sc . 200-203a) F-VF M HR. Bid on one or more, or the whole set .

47 Z. 301 (Sc. 332c) F-VF used .

48 Z . 355R.01, 356R.01, 358R.01, 363R.01 (Sc . 382b, 383b, 385b, 390b) in strips of
5, each with letter and control number on one stam p

Tête-beche . ..

49 Z . K1 (Sc . 133a) F-VF M, small HR

50 Z . K12 (Sc. 162a) VF with cds on each stam p

51 Z . K44 1953 insects VF M NH

52 Z . Z 16z 5+5+10 ct. in strip of three with extra 5 ct . VF used (Ph .)

53 Z . Z35 Salvage stamps, margin strip of 3, VF with two clear cds . Fold line
between first and second stamps .

54 Z . Z39-41 All three se-tenant pairs of 1953 Insects sheet . VF M LH

55 Z . Z39 VF M NH

56 Z . Z40 VF M NH

57 Z . Z41 VF M NH

58 Z . S42 F-VF with machine cancel (Ph.)

Air Mail

59 Z . F1 (Sc . C1) F-VF M, small HR . Signed Zumstein

60 Z . F2 (Sc . C2) "Genuine . . . Unused with original gum, hinged, fresh colors, in
good condition and without faults" - Zeigler certif. Centering F-VF

61 Z . F2 (Sc . C2) F-VF M OG

62 Z . F13 (Sc. C15) 2 fr . VF M OG

63 Z . F 15z (Sc . C 14a) VF with light cds .

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria . . .

64 Z . W I 133-7 (Sc. B196-200) 1950 Pro Juv . in blocks of 4, each with singl e
second-day cancel of the PTT Museum . VF .

65 Z . W II 12 (Sc. B105) 1940 sheet VF M LH

66 Z. W III 8 (Sc. B80) 1936 Huntsman sheet VF M LH

67 Z. W III 14 (Sc. B131) 1943 Zürich sheet VF M LH

68 Z. W III 14 (Sc. B131) VF with nice Postmuseum cancel

Value MB

30 8

144 75

32 1 5

80 40

64 1 9

200 75

460 140

420 100

80 40

68 25

60 20

68 25

20 8

112+ 50

140

72 3 0

20 8

20 8

32 1 3

280 90

340 130

112 42

112 2 5

280 70

96 32

224 40

464 240

80 32

88 38

72 25
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Lot

	

Description

	

Value MB

69 Z. W III 16 (Sc . B130) 1943 Luxusbogen VF M LH

	

80

	

30

70 Z. W Ill 18 (Sc . B132) VF with nice exhibition cancel

	

48

	

20

71 Z. W III 23 (Sc . B144) VF, M with small HR

	

160

	

65

72 Z . W III 31 (Sc . B178) VF with nice IMABA FD cancel

	

88

	

3 5

73 Z . W III 32 (Sc . B206) VF with FD Lunaba CANCEL

	

200

	

80

International Agencies

74 Z. DII 46-63, 65-75 (Sc . 019-47) canceled on 6 PTT sheetlets . 65-75 with FDcnls

	

128

	

60

75 Z. D IV 84-94.2A.01 (Sc. 3083-93 var.) All stamps have the nicked-A

	

600

	

175
variety . Left margin copies, F-VF M LH Zum 1992 Spec . cat .

76 Z . D IV 95-103, D VI 26-35 (Sc . 3094-102, 5026-35) 1956-62 ILO and WHO

	

25
with FD cancels on PTT sheetlets

77 Z . D V 29-39 (Sc. 4029-39) 1950 BIE VF M NH

	

72

	

38

78 Z . D VI 17, 19, 22, 24 (Sc . 5017, 19, 22, 24) on PTT sheetlet with 24.VI.48

	

30
cancel of the First World Assembly on Health in Genev a

79 Z. D VII 31-39 (Sc . 7031-39) with FD cancels on four PTT sheetlets

	

1 0

80 Z. D VIII 1-8 (Sc . 601-8) Int'l . Refugee Org . VF M LH

	

160

	

60

81 Z . D XI 1-2, 5, 7-9 (Sc . 1001-2, 5, 7-9) ITU on unaddressed cover canceled

	

1 2
27.I .64 by the "Office Temporaire "

82 Fifteen UN souvenir cards, 1972-80 each carrying a UN Geneva stamp with FDcnl

	

1 0

83 Six used official envelopes of UPU, OMM, ITU, GATT, ILO, UNPA . Most

	

1 0
franked with meters . Two are window envelopes, three addressed to Canada, one
to Calif., which carries 2 fr . UN Geneva 12 .

84 Unaddressed postcard carrying Z . 286 (Sc . 317) canceled 23 .VI.48 with "Office

	

1 0
Temporaire" and Telecommunications Conf. imprint

85 Annual souvenir folders 1969-82 containing M NH UN Geneva stamps 1-112 .
Face value approx . SF 100

86 UPU 1989 Dignitary booklet; contains 27 stamps M NH including Swiss Intl .
Offices and French UNESCO stamp s

Covers

87 Zeppelin South America Flight. Franked with Z . 178 (Sc. 206) Postmarked

	

125
16.V.30, carrying red (Luftpost Handbuch) cancel 116 and autograph of th e
pilot Hans von Schiller, addressed to Lancaster, PA . Backstamped Rio d e
Janiero and Lancaster

88 Z . F3, F5-12, 140 (Sc . C3, C5-12, 140) All the current airpost stamps on

	

416+

	

170
registered 1924 cover Zürich to München . May be of interest for its markings,
which include red "Mit Luftpost befördert Flugpost München "

89 Z . F 15z (Sc . C 14a) 40-ct . on nice cover to England . Cover has wrinkles, stamp is

	

120

	

29
unaffected .

90 SF26 .5 (Z. V/A 18) cover franked with Z.F3,132 (strip of 3),169 (Sc C3,186,155)

	

25

91 SF35 .5c (Z . V/A 47c) Postcard for glider flight franked with Z. F4, 5, 8, 20 (Sc .

	

42
C4, 5, 8, 20)

3 5

2 8
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Lot Description Value MB

92 SF41 .la (Z. V/A 60a) FDC for Z . F35 (Sc . C35) 20

93 SF43 .1 a (Z. V/A 61a) FDC for Z . F36 (Sc. C36) 1 6

94 SF46.1 lc (Z . V/A 64c) 1946 Pro Aero cover franked with Z . F41, F32, 207 (Sc . 3 8
C41, C32, 234 )

95 Z . W I 15 pair and 146 pair (Sc . B15, 193) on cover 25

96 Z. W I 125-8 (Sc. B 179-82) 1948 Pro Juv. cacheted FDC addressed to Oregon 128 45

97 Z . W I 129-32 (Sc. B187-90) 1949 Pro Juv . Registered cacheted FDC addressed
to Oregon, German cancel

128 45

98 Z . W I 138-42 (Sc. B207-11) 1951 Pro Juv . Registered FDC addressed to Basel 180 60

99 Z . W I 143-7 (Sc. B217-21) 1952 Pro Juv. Registered cacheted FDC addresse d
to Long Island

100 3 8

100 Z . W I 148-52 (Sc. B227-31) 1953 Pro Juv . Cacheted FDC addressed to San
Francisco

88 32

101 Z . W III 25-28 (Sc. B170-73) 1948 Olympics Unaddressed cacheted FDC 144 40

102 Z . W III 31 (Sc. B178) IMABA sheet with IMABA show cancel on cover
addressed to Liechtenstein

112 40

Miscellaneou s

103 Z. T1 25ct . telegraph F-VF MLH 112 30

104 Z. T9 25-ct. telegraph F-VF M dist . gum 208 70

105 Z. T10 50-ct . telegraph VF M no gum (Ph .) 320 95

106 Z. T11 1-fr. telegraph F-VF M some 0G, corner thin (Ph .) 2,240 700

107 W W I Fliegertruppen stamps, Sulser 1-6 VF M HR 300

For The Collector of Stamp Varieties .
by Franz Gisler

(SBZ10, 1995 pg . 602 Translated by Ernest Bergman )

The issues of the old Pro Juventute stamps ar e
always good for surprises . In the coat of arms of Uri ,
the top margin line above the R is interrupted . The
"8" of 1918 is open on the top. This seems to be a plate
error (Fig . 1 )

In the coat of arms of the same stamp, between U

and T of Juventute, there is a light dot visible (Fig .
2.) Of both stamps duplicates were found .

In the coat of arms of Geneva, we find in th e
Zumstein Specialized Catalog, the plate error 11 .2.01
"from tongue to wing" . This description doesn't seem
to me to be quite correct when viewing the thre e
stamps (Figs. 3a-c). The wing has a small bulge (Fig .
3b), while the bulge may reach the tongue (Fig . 3c) .
In the regular stamp (Fig. 3a) we see also the dot
missing near lower part of key (plate flaw 11 .2.02)

Fig. 1

	

Fig. 2

	

Fig. 3a

	

Fig. 3b

	

Fig. 3c
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AHPS AUCTION RULE S
1. Generally three auctions will be held each year . Closing dates for entries and bids will be set b y

the auction manager. A donation auction will be held approximately every three years .
2. For each auction, a list of the material entered will be published in TELL. Zumstein and Scott

catalog numbers and Zumstein values will be used ; if a specialty catalog identification number an d
value are used, the catalog will be identified .

3. The use of minimum bids or reserved prices by owners of lots is encouraged . The reserve price
may be changed by the owner . An owner may withdraw a lot from sale up to the closing date for
receipt of bids for that auction.

4. Only AHPS members in good standing may enter lots or bid in the auctions .
5. The auction manager may reject a lot if s/he believes the items are counterfeit, regummed ,

repaired, defective, or not of sufficient interest to AHPS members. Each lot should have a
minimum catalog value of at least $25 ; however, the auction manager may accept lots of lower
value if they appear of special interest .

6. Lots are sold to the highest bidder at an increment over the second highest bid. In case of tie d
high bids, the earliest bid received prevails . Purchasers will be notified by mail of winning bids
and the amount to be paid to the auction manager . The purchaser will pay the postage ,
certification fee, registration, and insurance as applicable .

7. If a purchaser receives a lot which he considers to be of unsatisfactory quality or improperl y
described in the list published in Tell, s/he should notify the auction manager and return the lo t
within fourteen days . Under no circumstances will the AHPS be liable for incorrect identification
or description . Any disputes should be submitted in writing to the AHPS President or Vic e
President for resolution by the Board.

8. Sellers of auction lots will receive the winning bid less 15% commission . On lots selling at $300 or
over, commission is a flat $45 . A check will be mailed to the seller after the auction manager has
received payment for all of the seller's lots that have been sold in the same auction .

9. At the option of the auction manager, unsold lots may be entered in one of the next two auctions o r
returned to the owner. If a lot is unsold after listing in two auctions, the lot will be returned to th e
owner. No lot shall be listed more than twice in any two-year period .

10. Prices realized on auction lots will be published in Tell .
11. On November 30 of each year, the auction manager will submit to the AHPS Board a detaile d

summary of income, disbursements, and expenses resulting from auction activity in the previous
fiscal year. Any funds in excess of expenses and disbursements are to be transferred to the AHP S
treasurer; however, the auction manager may retain in an AHPS Auction account a small amoun t
of working capital.

Editor's Comments
The response to the July TELL

cover on Post-Scheins was
overwhelming. Bob received a lot of
information to help him understand
this area of Swiss Philately, which he
shares with us on page 3 . I was not
sure how interesting this subject
would be to the readers, but I neede d
a cover story and it was just the right
size .

This issue has a great mix of
contributors, some new, some usual .
Rudy Schaelchli has reinstated the
"Profiles of a Swiss stamp collector"
series . Thanks Rudy! I could still use
i page, original cover articles .

	

Dick
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Profile of a Swiss
Stamp Collector
Gene Kelly
by Rudy Schaelchl i

As a trans-
planted American to
Switzerland, Gene i s
not too well known
to most AHPS mem-
bers, but he has
been a member
since the late 1970s.
His specialty is th e
Revenue Stamps of
Switzerland .

Gene started collecting worl d
wide stamps at the age of 11 . The
father of his English teacher held a
one hour monthly class telling
about stamps. He gave each stu-
dent a stamp to identify and locate
on the world map . It may not have
helped his English, but it did teac h
him geography. Gene collecte d
world wide until he entered the
army .

In 1950 he started collectin g
Swiss postage and tax stamps . In
1960 he tried to identify the tax
stamps in his collection and ob-
tained all the information that had
been published on the subject be-
tween 1896 to 1950 . However that
only enabled him to identify about
one third of his holdings .

In 1962 he traveled to Switzer-
land in search of more information
about tax stamps. There was not
any information in the libraries or
museums and the Swiss stamp
dealers had no information for sale .

He contacted Dr . Hurilmann in
Biel and obtained a little more in-
formation about Swiss Tax stamps .
At that time they decided to try to
obtain and identify as many city tax
stamps as possible. Even today, af-
ter over 30 years, he is still makin g
new discoveries .

In 1985 Gene retired an d
moved to Switzerland to spen d
more time trying to uncover the
laws and regulations of the issuin g
governments, since these were the
basis for the Tax stamps .

He also sought to share hi s
knowledge by starting to publish
Gene Kelly's Revenue Philatelist

and Revenue catalogues . To date
he has issued 10 catalogues and be -
lieves that there is information to

publish an additional 1 0
catalogues in the next 5
to 6 years. To reduce the
possibilities of including
counterfeit revenues (al -
ways a problem) in his
catalogues, he doesn't in-
clude any items that are
not backed by the law s
and regulations of the is-
suing governments. He
also tries to find use

d examples on officia
l government documents.

His catalogues have received nu-
merous medals from worldwide
Philatelic Exhibitions . His newslet-
ter is published 10 times a year and
is available by subscription for 1 5
SFr. He may be contacted at:
Zelgstrasse 7, CH-8253 Diessen-
hofen, Switzerland .

Gene has done a great deal to
bring knowledge to a small, but
growing, area of Swiss Philately . It
is a pleasure having him as a mem -
ber of AHPS .

HELVETIA
PHILATELIC

SOCIETY
GOLDEN JUBILEE

A gala occasion takes place at
Leamington Spa on Saturday 28th
September to celebrate the Golde n
Jubilee of the foundation of the
Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great
Britain 50 years ago .

From around the Unite
d Kingdom members and guests wil l

gather to mark the event
. President Mrs. Alma Lee, RDR, FRPS L

will open the proceedings with a su-
perb display of Classic Swiss
stamps. Tony Hoyle will then pre-
sent his personal overview of col-
lecting Swiss stamps throughout
his lifetime. Finally Denis Cairn s
tops off the displays with his im-
pressive Swiss airmails.

During the Jubilee year various
events will take place ; a special
programme is planned by Bob
Johnson which will ensure a thrill-
ing season to come.

Our library has been renamed -
The Edith J. Rawnsley Library - af-
ter our late Secretary and Librar-
ian. All books existing, and in
future, will receive special book-
plates to remind us of the grea t
help she gave to members through -
out her time .

IN MEMORIAM
Ralph Schachtebeck

Heinz Katcher has informed u s
that Ralph Schachtebeck passed
away on June 3, 1996 .

Ralph was a Swiss citizen livin g
in Columbia . He attended ARIPEX
in January where he received a
Gold medal for his Standing Hel-
vetias exhibit.

His wife noted that his doctor s
considered him a walking time
bomb with a heart problem, whic h
he refused to have treated .

We will miss Ralph, with his
easy manner and quick laugh, and
his superb exhibit. Our heartfel t
condolences and sympathy go out t o
his wife and family .
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New Postcards with Bar Cod e
by Michael Rutherfoord & Charles LaBlonde

By now many of you have seen the new Swiss post-
cards (bottom right) with imprinted bar codes . The ob -
vious question when something like this appears i s
"WHY"??? From Mr . P. Portner of the PTT comes th e
following explanation to our "WHY" .

Dear Si r
In response to your written inquiry of 24 January

1996 we are pleased to offer the following information .
From April 1994 both NEC letter processing ma-

chines at Zurich 1 Sihlpost have been using the ver y
first postage stamp recognition system from the com-
pany AKA Innovative Developments, CH-102 4
Ecublens. This new system is operating on a test basi s
as a replacement for the earlier system made by
Schrack Aerospace of Austria. The new system allows
the separation of A and B post by recognizing th e
stamp picture .

Due to the outstanding success of this new stamp
recognition system, the PTT has made the followin g
decisions :

Additional letter sorting installations will be
equipped with the new technology from AKA to sepa-
rate the A and B post .

The letter sorting installation must also recogniz e
the postmark, in order for the A and B post to be full y
sorted by the optical reader .

In order to increase the amount of mail that can b e
machine processed, a recognition system will be imple -
mented to face the mail based upon the stamp picture ;
this new system replaces the former fluorescence
tagging .

For this reason we are developing a bar code, tha t
allows unfranked mail or mail with a very faint meter
impression to be faced and separated . As the first tes t
the bar code appears on the new postcards . Currently
we are in discussion with officials and large mailer s
about having the bar code on bulk mail paid in cash
and on business reply mail .

We hope this answer serves your
purposes and we remain, with
friendly greetings, H. Tschumi, Sec-
tion Chief.

NOTE - This is a revolutionary de-
velopment. The new AKA technol-
ogy remembers the stamp
pictures . . .we questioned what thi s
means for older stamps . The answer
seems to be that letters with older
stamps will probably be rejected by
the machine and sorted by hand .
The machine will remember 32 to
40 stamp pictures . Once perfecte d
and widely installed, this system
will preclude the need for tagging o f
stamps. The AKA technology

recognizes meters by the shape of the numbers .
The older Schrack technology depended upon th e

perforations to tell A from B . . .recall the stamps (an d
postcard) with imprinted teeth? For anyone truly in-
terested in the Schrack system, we have severa l
manuals describing their software architecture . And
we have written to AKA for technical information o n
the new system .

From an additional PTT letter comes more
information:

There are actually 6 machines in Switzerlan d
which can read the value of a postage stamp on a let -
ter or on a postcard by recognizing the gray scal e
value (2 in Zurich, Basel, Geneva, St. Gallen, Luzern) .
With these machines we still need fluorescence for de-
tecting the position of the stamp .

In Bern and Lausanne the machines detect the po-
sition of the stamp by reading the fluorescence in th e
paper coating or the bar on the postcard . The stamps
are canceled in the same machine .

The 6 machines mentioned above are able to recog-
nize 32 stamps (extended to 40 in 1996) . So the
Schrack dots are no longer needed .

In 1996 the 6 machines will be modified in such a
way that they will be able to detect the position of the
stamps by reading the shadow of the perforation . On
postcards this will be done by reading a printed
bar code .

In 1996 a new machine (detecting the stamp by po-
sition of the shadow, bar codes or the shape of the
printed value, and moreover reading the gray scale
value of the stamp image) will bet set up in Lausanne .

In 1997 two machines of this type will be set up in
Winterthur and Bern.

Starting from that moment, the fluorescence will n o
longer be needed. But we will not change the paper o f
the stamps on duty at that time . For new stamps, be-
ing issued after that date, we will use paper withou t
fluorescence .

This comes from Peter Schmutz, Postage
Stamp Production Department, PTT .
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Fig 2. A repro-
duction of the
"small eagle" with
a red Geneva
rosette cancel .

Fig 3. (below)
A copy of the
"large eagle" with
a red Genev

a rosette cancel. This
copy was marked
by the British
Philatelic Associa-
tion (BPA) on the
reverse side .

SPERATI FORGERIES OF
THE GENEVA CANTONAL S

by Anton M. Kofranek
(Editors note : This is a two part article . This firs t

part deals with historical information . The second
part will deal with distinguishing authentic stamp s
from Sperati forgeries . )

Stamps of the canton of Geneva appeared a few
months after (October 1, 1943) the Zurich 4 and 6 rap -
pen, which were the first stamps of Switzerland . )
These were the so called "Double Geneva's" which
were issued as sheets of 50 double stamps having

a total of 60,000 stamps issued . This stamp was litho-
graphed by Schmid of Geneva on apple green paper .
Half of the stamp was used for local mail and the en -
tire "Double Geneva" for the remainder of the Canton .

The postage rate was reduced on April 1, 1845 as
follows: for letters of 1 oz or less, 5c was adequate ; for
letters 1 to 3 oz, 10c was necessary .

A new single stamp was issued resembling th e
Double Geneva except that it was larger ; there was no
crown above the eagle's head; and the feathers of the
wing did not touch the shield. This was known as the
"small eagle" and 120,000 were lithographed, also by
Schmid of Geneva .

In 1847 the "large eagle" stamp was issued . The li-
thographer undoubtedly made a new stone . The feath-
ers of the eagle touch the coat of arms frame ; the rays
around "JHS" extend well into "Poste de Geneva" ; and
the streamer that carries the motto : "Post Tenebra s
Lux" is wider than the two previous issues . After the
original paper was used up, a darker color was used to
lithograph this latter issue . There was a total of
50,000 issued .

An envelope was issued with an eagle, green o n
white, on February 27, 1846 . This issue was not
forged by Sperati, but the other 3 mentioned were
forged and were masterfully done .

FORGERIES
Many forgeries of the cantonal stamps of Geneva

exist but none are better than those produced by Jean
de Sperati . In August 1949 he released the Doubl e
Geneva (Fig. 1), in November 1949, the small eagle

Fig. 1 A Double Geneva on piece with a red Ge-
neva rosette dated August 10, 1844 . This piece is
not signed or marked with BPA's stamp . This indi-
cates that he sold it to clients soon after making it .

(Fig. 2) and fi-
nally in July
1953 he released
the cliche of the
large eagle (Fig.
3). However it
was noted that he
was selling copies
of the latter issue

before 1953 . 2 Mr .
Sperati also was
clever enough to
make a half Dou-
ble Geneva (Fig .
4) for those who
could not afford
an entire Double
Geneva .

Fig. 4 The
right half of the
"Double

	

Ge-
neva". This
copy is marked .
Note the eagle
has a crown,
unlike the large
or small eagle
reproduction,
which have
none. This re-
production also
comes with a
cancellation as
well .

In addition he had die proofs in black and white
and also in color (Fig. 5, 13) of many of his imitations.
He signed many of the die proofs as shown, and the re -
verse side usually had his "trademark" in bright yel-
low (Fig. 6) . A caution not to reproduce appears as a
copyright printed in purple ("Reproduction interdite").
Covers were accurately made bearing his forgerie s
(Fig . 7) and even forgeries on piece (Fig . 1). He
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Fig 5. (Left. )
A proof of
Scott 2L1 s or
Zumstein 4R .
This was, as
many proofs ,
signed

	

by
Jean

	

de
Sperati, but
also aptly
marked with
his copyright
"Reproductio n
interdite" .
The reverse sid e
was marked by the
BPA .

thought of every means to sell his products on ap-
proval or direct sale on cards as shown in Fig . 8. For
those who did know the types of the Zurich 4 or 6 be -
ing offered, he noted carefully those types he did forge
(Fig. 8) . The earliest dated cliche of the Zurich 4 wa s
June 1942 and the latest May 1953 . He worked

Fig 7. A forged cover with Sperati's "Double
Geneva" cancelled with red Geneva rosettes . The
cover is dated December 1, 1844, Geneva . This
cover was once part of the author's collection .

throughout the war in France on his project eve n
though he was being watched incessantly by the
French authorities . The French customs prosecuted
Jean de Sperati in Chambery on April 7, 1942 trying
to smuggle 18 stamps of great value out of France, as -

sessed up to 78,000 Francs . 2 Sperati did not state that
these so called stamps were actually his own forgeries ,
but in November, 1942 Sperati asked Dr. Edmond Lo-
card, a French criminologist to make such a statemen t
to absolve Sperati of this crime. On July 12, 1943, Dr .
Locard, at the appeal court, gave his opinion that th e
stamps were genuine and their value was then cur-
rently 223,400 Francs! Sperati now revealed that his
"so called stamps" were indeed his own forgeries, an d
as a consequence they had no reason to charge him
with the crime of evasion of customs duty . after much

court proceedings, Dr . Locard on January 4, 1944
came up with the following statement : "Conclusion :
with all certainty and evidence, all stamps mentione d
above are NOT imitations" (signed) Edmond Locard .
None of these 18 stamps was of Switzerland; mostly
Spain, Belgium, Sweden, Hong Kong and the old Ger-

man States. 2
One must read of the court wranglings that oc-

curred throughout the war and afterwards to appreci-
ate the turmoil these forgeries caused even in difficult

times . 2 On July 25, 1953 a final judgment was given .
The fine of 300,000 Francs was then elevated to
500,500 Francs to cover costs as they escalated . The
court refused an order to destroy Jean de Sperati' s
stock of forgeries not actually used in these cour t
transactions, because there was no law in the French
constitution to prohibit reproductions of such imita-
tions. As one can now assume, this opened the door
for Sperati selling his wares all over the world. With
such press notoriety, it was not difficult to get good
prices for his reproductions. In addition Mr. Stanley
Phillips of the British Philatelic Association (BPA) at a
council meeting in 1932, had made a statement that
"the Sperati forgeries were considered so dangerous at
that time, that it was decided to suppress al l

Fig. 6. Jean
Sperati' s
trademark
(Uruguay's
"EI sol de
mayo ") usu-
ally appears
on the re-
verse side of
proofs and
also on his
approval
cards.

Fig. 8 . A
typical ap-
proval card
complete
with

	

the
types of the 4 or 6 rappen Zurich reproductions .
None on this card was either signed or marked
with the BPA stamp. Each of his approval cards
were usually signed on the bottom next to his pur-
ple "Reproduction interdite" .
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information about them."2 That decision was unfortu-
nate as it permitted Sperati an additional 20 years to
practice his trade. In the interim, Sperati produced
many major forgeries including many of the classic
Swiss stamps.

It was learned in 1953 that because of Jean de
Sperati's age (69) and his failing eyesight, that he was
looking for a successor; someone to buy his stock and
learn the trade as well . Because it was deemed that
the continuation of selling forgeries would affect th e
hobby of collecting stamps, an arrangement was mad e
between Sperati and the BPA in cooperation with
other authorities to purchase his stock of forgeries an d
material to produce them . The copyrights were also
acquired to prevent further forgery production .

A cadre of experts organized by BPA sifte d
through all stamps of countries forged by Sperati and
published the monumental two volume book "Th e

Work of Jean de Sperati" . 2 Every serious stamp col-
lector who collects the classical
stamps of the country of his choice,
should at least read the "Foreword"
and the first four chapters of thi s
wonderful book . In addition one may
also find Sperati's forgery endeavor s
interesting.

One may also read an excellent
article perhaps more readily available,
concerning Jean de Sperati's impact

on our stamp collecting hobby. 3
After my first discovering about

Jean de Sperati through the late
Frank Bulstrode in England, I had an
insatiable appetite to accumulate
Sperati's forgeries of Switzerland. M-
ter having purchased Mr . Bulstrode' s
Sperati collection, then purchasin g
others, I had in the neighborhood o f
80 cliches and proofs before I sol d
them via H. R. Harmer of New York
in 1993. I knew what I had, and I
wanted the collection to go to a collec-
tor who appreciated their history and
the excellent work done by the maste r
forger, Jean de Sperati, as I did . I
still find myself buying an occasional
Sperati, when tempted .

Recently while at the British Li-
brary in London, I was fortunate
enough to view the T . K. Tapling col-

lection of classic Switzerland 4 and
also certain copies of the Pro Phi

l Forum collection, those which had bee n
copied from photographs of sections of
the Tapling collection . I must say
that the Pro Phil Forum forgeries of
Bremen, Germany are nowhere as
good (deceiving) as those of Sperati .

With this brief background on

Sperati, one may be able to understand that he pro-
duced those classics that were originally lithographed,
not all, but most. All of the Swiss classics that he pro-
duced were originally lithographed and his reproduc-
tions are photo-lithographs. There were always some
"glitches" or minor errors that were found by the BPA

expert committee ; these were all recorded in a book. 2
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